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objectives

• Telling stories with photos

• Portraits

• Actions shots

• Prep for upcoming assignments & final project



The power of visual 
storytelling

Getty Study findings:

• 40% of  people will respond better to information 
presented visually

• 83% of  human learning is visual

• 44% of  users are more likely to engage with brands on 
social platforms if  they post pictures

• Articles and blog posts that contain images 
get 94% more views than those without



Power of photos

The driver of  a food truck involved in a fatal car crash two months ago in 
Northern Virginia has been charged with involuntary manslaughter.

Tony Steven Dane was also charged with reckless driving, driving without a 
license and insurance, and failure to have a vehicle inspected in connection to the 
Sept. 8 crash that killed 39-year-old Erin Kaplan and severely injured her three 
children.

A grand jury delivered the indictment Monday afternoon, according to a 
spokeswoman for the commonwealth’s attorney for Loudoun County.

Reached through his attorney, Dane, 56, declined to comment.

Kaplan’s husband said the charges came as relief.

“I’m happy to see the investigation has been completed and that the 
commonwealth is supporting charges against Tony Dane,” said Faran Kaplan, 40. 
“There is definitely not closure yet but I think it helps bring us to the next 
chapter.”



Power of photos



Power of photos

• What does the photo add to the story?

Photos capture:

• Human experience

• Ranges of  emotions: pain, joy, sorrow, pleasure, surprise, anger

• Paints a picture for the viewer

• Allows people new access to the story

• Creates an experience for the viewer 



Telling enterprise stories

• Enterprise – a story about an issue rather than a timed news 
event
• How local residents feel about tax reform

• A look at how the repeal of  Obamacare could affect families

• Representative pledges to combat opioid crises



Enterprise photos

• How can you illustrate these issues?

• Photographers often rely on news events to illustrate a 
point

• Spending time with people, capturing everyday 
moments

• Profiles

• Look for interactions



Enterprise photos

Maryland gubernatorial candidate Krishanti Vignarajah
(D). (Katherine Frey/The Washington Post)

How would you illustrate 
this story?



Enterprise photos

How would you illustrate this 
story?



Descriptive photos

Let the photo illustrate 
the topic



Descriptive photos

What does the photo convey?

Let the action tell the story



candids

• Unethical to pose photos

• Posed photos = press releases

• Candid photos = news articles

• Let your subjects show you their experience & 
emotions



candids

• Which is better for the story?



candids

• Which is better for the story?



Good photos are…

• Authentic –
• Come from raw, candid moments

• Relevant –
• Put the rest of  the story, the world into context

• Sensory –
• Should make the viewer feel things, relate

• Archetypal –
• Should create a narrative, a story



Photo storytelling



captions

• Photos should 
largely speak for 
themselves, BUT… 

• Use captions to 
add clarification to 
the story 



challenges

What do you do when:

• People do not like being photographed

• People notice you

• People act awkwardly, pose knowing they are being 
photographed

• People ask you how they should act

• People try to stage a photo shoot



Getting what you need

• Spend time with your subjects

• Explain your intentions

• Stay awhile; they will let their guard down

• Try different angles

• Help them to be comfortable



Photography ethics

• Do not ask people to pose
• Journalistic photos reflect reality

• Do not Photoshop items in or out of  a picture

• Do not misrepresent a subject

• Do not photograph people who are not comfortable 

• Always ask parental permission BEFORE you shoot 
with children under 18 years old



announcements

• Tuesday – no class

• Project two – turn it into me in my office by 5 p.m. Tuesday

Announcements:

• Fake News workshop – 20 extra credit points!
• TONIGHT!, 6-7:30 p.m., GAC Assembly Hall


